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Mock the game-day underwear all you want—looks like
lucky charms and rituals are performance enhancers
BY SHANNON PROUDFOOT ILLUSTRATION BY KYLE PIERCE

THE LATE PHILADELPHIA FLYERS
goalie Pelle Lindbergh always hit the
ice wearing the tattered remains of an
orange T-shirt from a Swedish sporting
goods company under his uniform, and
between periods he’d drink a Pripps
beer with two ice cubes in it, always
handed over by the same trainer. Back
in his playing days, Mike Hargrove
performed such an elaborate ballet of
adjustments each time he came to the plate that he became
known as ‘The Human Rain Delay.’ Even Tiger Woods isn’t
immune, always wearing a red golf shirt on Sundays for tournament finals because his mother thought it was his “power
colour,” and it served, no doubt, to intimidate his opponents.
Rituals are an effort to control an unpredictable universe;
in sports, even training 12 hours a day won’t influence the
bounce of the puck, direction of the wind or an opponent’s
performance—but, hey, maybe that lucky underwear will.
Academic research has traced the circumstances in which
people are most likely to turn to superstition, and the list reads
like a guidebook to life in competitive sport: stressful, highstakes situations where the outcome is uncertain and beyond
any one person’s control. And the same driven personality
type that allows athletes to train relentlessly, push through
injuries and strive for perfection also lends itself to believing
that sleeping in the opposing team’s shorts the night before
a game—yeah, we’re looking at you, Jason Terry—is one more
way to get an edge. “Athletes tend to be Type-A individuals,”
says Kim Dawson, a professor of sport and exercise psychology
at Wilfrid Laurier University. “Rituals make them feel like
they’re in control of a highly anxiety-provoking situation.”
More significantly, a groundbreaking 2010 study suggests
superstitions can have a very real effect on the game. Researchers at the University of Cologne found that people perform
better on motor and cognitive tests with the help of something as simple as a lucky stuffed animal or having someone
say they crossed their fingers for them. The study is the first
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to demonstrate that superstitions can actually boost performance. The researchers found that a bit of good luck increases
self-confidence, so people set bigger goals and are more persistent in going after them. Superstitious rituals are the placebo
effect in action.
They start out as random changes in routine: if you happen
to eat a poached egg for breakfast and wrap the blade of your
stick in white tape before you go out and score two goals,
then maybe poached eggs and white tape please the ice gods
and you shouldn’t mess with that. And much like a gambler
getting a little love from a slot machine with every five pulls
of the handle, athletes get just enough reinforcement to cement
belief in their rituals—until a slump, and then it’s time to
change the routine.
Rituals vary from sport to sport. Researchers have found
hockey players are more likely to engage in lucky rituals later
in their careers. Gymnasts gravitate toward team rituals or
food-based superstitions, while track athletes feel better when
they wear lucky items of clothing. Overall, church-going athletes are more likely to adopt good-luck rituals. And the more
important the outcome, the more athletes rely on superstitions,
which explains all those bushy faces in the playoffs.
Not even the best players in the game are exempt. Michael
Jordan always wore his University of North Carolina shorts
under his Bulls uniform. Wayne Gretzky refused to get a haircut on the road because his team once suffered a nasty loss
after he did, and his pre-game drink sequence consisted of a
Diet Coke, ice water, Gatorade and another Diet Coke. After
Sidney Crosby tapes his sticks and lines them up before a game,
no one is allowed to touch them or he has to redo the tape.
He also refuses to call his mother on game days because he’s
been injured several times after talking to her, though that
superstition started long before he sustained the concussions
that have sidelined him for most of the last year.
The rituals of pitchers and goalies don’t exactly disprove the
notion that lonely, high-pressure jobs make people a bit neurotic.
Glenn Hall vomited like clockwork and then chugged a glass
of orange juice before settling into his crease. Patrick Roy
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avoided skating over the lines on the ice and visualized
up and down three times at the start line can help focus
his net shrinking during pre-game warmups, but his
their attention, and a favourite pre-game meal offers
most legendary quirk was carrying on a running consome constancy when they land on the other side of the
HOCKEY
versation with his “friends,” the goalposts. The late
PLAYERS ARE world for a competition.
Detroit pitcher Mark Fidrych’s bizarre rituals made him
Dawson’s perspective, superstitions are a great
MORE LIKELY toolFrom
a huge draw and a legend, even though injuries ended
until they interfere with performance. No sports
TO ENGAGE
his career soon after he won American League Rookie
psychologist wants athletes to be so attached to their
IN RITUALS
of the Year in 1976. ‘The Bird’—nicknamed for his resemsuperstitions that they can’t perform well if the ritual
blance to the tall yellow Sesame Street resident—talked
gets interrupted, or they blame the wrong pair of socks
LATER IN
to the ball, groomed the dirt around his mound and
for a weak result instead of stepping up their training.
THEIR
refused to use balls that felt like they had “hits in them.”
“If it crosses that line,” says Dawson, “if it becomes an
CAREERS.
Relief pitcher Turk Wendell retired in 2004 after a
unrealistic expectation or almost an obsessive-compulsive
GYMNASTS
decade in the majors, but he still heads up lists of the
behaviour, then we have to deal with that.”
GRAVITATE
most superstitious athletes of all time. His rituals included
Kevin Rhomberg is the poster boy for how superstinot stepping on the foul lines, brushing his teeth in the
tions can take over. The left fielder’s major league career
TOWARD
dugout between innings—a ritual started in the minors,
lasted only 41 games with the Cleveland Indians in the
TEAM OR
when he had a nasty taste in his mouth one day and
but he was infamous for his compulsion to
FOOD-BASED mid-1980s,
struck everyone out after brushing up—and chewing five
touch anyone who touched him. His teammates loved
RITUALS.
pieces of black licorice each inning. Wendell quit most of
to torment him by tagging him and running away before
his rituals “cold turkey” soon after hitting the majors
he could reciprocate. An umpire once stopped a game
because a manager told him he wanted people talking
to warn Yankees players to stop touching Rhomberg.
about his arm and not his magic tricks, but the myth of
Superstitions build up the mystique of adored athletes,
the world’s most superstitious pitcher lives on. Wendell maintains
and in sports lore, the weirder the habit, the better the story. But
that his routine was about comfort, but he believes ballplayers are
Long Island-based sports psychologist Richard Lustberg doesn’t
particularly susceptible because of the demands of the season. “For
believe athletes are so different from other elite professionals when
seven-and-a-half months, you have to reach the same peak-perforit comes to superstition—they’re just a lot more fun to talk about.
mance level every single day,” he says. “It’s not like football, where
“Surgeons don’t tell us that they wore their lucky garb when they
it’s once a week, or basketball, where it’s maybe twice.”
saved your life, or that they have to play certain music. Do you
Dawson encourages the athletes she works with to develop
know how many bands and guitarists have to go through certain
rituals because they increase confidence and the sense of control.
superstitions before they play?” he says. ”You just hear more about
For her Olympic-calibre runners, something as simple as bouncing
them in sports. It gets mythologized.”
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